ABSTRACT

This research is targeting to explore the relationship between insecure attachment style and marital satisfaction and self concept among somatization married female patient.

The sample of participate consisted of 20 married female patient, at the age from 20-45, with 2 years of marriage at minimum, and typical the Diagnostic conditions of the Somatization disorder.

In order to examin our hypotheisis, we used the followind instruments:

- Insecure attachment style questinaire.
- Marital satisfaction questionnaire.
- Self concept questionnaire.

And we used the following ticqnics is statistical analyses:

- Sperman correlation factor.
- Person correlation factor.
- Alph kronbach factor.

Use Other Side if Necessary
- Descriptive analysis (means, standard deviation…)

And the results was:

1- Most of Somatization married female patient have insecure attachment style.

2- There is a strong inverse relationship statistically significant, between insecure attachment style and marital satisfaction among somatization married female patient.

3- Most of Somatization married female patient have low degrees of marital satisfaction.

4- There is a strong inverse relationship statistically significant, between insecure attachment style and self concept among somatization married female patient.

5- Most of somatization married female patient have negative self concepts.